Part 3

Having now completed this Introduction to these Monumentus Activations, I have realized it needed time
for me to assimilate its clarity, timeliness and precision, and hence why I have taken a bit of overtime to
put it together like this.
Sadly, I have done this in a similar way to how I presented the Elemental Grace Alliance Discourses. But
in saying that, I know this is not about me and this is done in Accordance to the Higher Will as is equally
explained within the Discourses of the EGA, by Beloved Alpha! Still, I did not desire to make this a
personal account of my journey. But I do accept this is what has been asked for at this time, as I have been
led to re-trace my steps since 2007 until now! The Discourses below where always only ever for me, not
for public sharing!
I am now aware, that what I am about to share is the very foundation of all that the Elemental Grace Alliance
Stands For, before I became aware of it, and what it has done to date and why it has taken so long to get
this far! We could not have gone any faster or further until we had sufficient dedicated Members on Board
who have more than committed themselves to this Divine Plan. It would have been another impossibility
without the numbers Present! So please bear with me for why I have laid this all out in this fashion. There
is a lot to read, again, but I can assure you, without this information you would be lacking the Knowledge
needed to make any future decisions through your free will. This is being given to you now to embrace
even more of the Truth as to why you have come, why you have been reminded of Who You Are here and
why you are now standing upon a New Threshold of a New Erthe Planet, never been experienced before in
this way!
What you are about to read has never been shared with anyone else, other than a few close colleagues along
the Path, none of whom, with the exception of Sue, who have remained along this Path since early 2007
with me. So I would be surprised if you have ever heard anything associated with this content anywhere
else. If you have then that will affirm its Truth and Reality! Other than that it can be only through your
Inner Discernment and Heart Knowing that will allow what you will read now as Part of Your Journey also!
So please, I plead with you, do not take what is going to be shared herein, without passing it all through
your ‘I Am’ Presence first!
Also, please know that you do not need to understand what I have shared, for it is not about conscious
understanding, it is not possible to comprehend from a human perspective, this is about Inner Knowing and
understanding that this Work, is all done up until now, outside of the human comprehension. It is as natural
as breathing if you allow yourself to flow with your own Inner Guidance. So do not allow your lower mind
to tell you anything to the contrary, you are here reading this, doing this already because you were born to
be here! You are Ready!
There is much to assimilate, and we will not be able to continue until everyone is clearly in acquiescence
and prepared to Activate. So please ask any questions as you go! Please note that the Actual Invocation
for this Activation is not included herein and will be sent on a separate email, in a couple of days’ time.
Thank you for your Patience Dear Souls, Thank You for Your Love, Faith and Trust in the Journey; – I
Love You! - Peter

Before we continue with the preparations for the New Moon Activations I wish to outline another
couple of facets regarding the detailed outline of the global visual.
I have shared with you before, that even though it cannot be depicted from the Visual the whole
world is actually being portrayed as having the Violet Transmuting Flame encompassing the entire
circumference. The Depth of the Flame in 66 miles. Why 66 miles? Because the Consciousness
Grid for humanity is held at 60 miles above the Earth. The 6 miles is to be sure we have
encompassed it completely! As mankind is the highest level of Consciousness all other life forms
are between 60 miles and the surface of Earth.
If you are not already aware of the New Human Consciousness Grid System, the one that we are
now Creating as the replacement of the Old Consciousness Grid (60 miles above Earth) it is now
at the Centre of the Earth. Thus the reflection that the New Human Grid is within self. As Above
so Below! As without, So Within!
To truly grasp what is coming next and so that you may begin to see how all this is so in Alignment
to the St Germain ‘IAMEGA’ Activity, I have decided to share a few Discourses I had with, I do
not know at the time, but anyway back then I just asked the questions and allowed it to come as it
did. These few Discourses came as a result of the Work I was doing back in 2009 that resulted in
the Reversal of the Consciousness of Humanity and moving the New Human Grid away from the
old. From 60 miles above the Earth to the Central Core of Mother Earth. Please pay particular
attention, for it is what is now opening to each and everyone here as part of your Alignments to
the Elemental Grace Alliance and Your Own ‘I Am’ Presence.
Changes in Exchange – Peter – 2nd April 2009 – Part 1
Dear God, I Am, that of Holy Incorruptible Matter of Infinite Speed,
As you know the past week has been full of so many changes and exchanges, can you offer some insight
as to what is transpiring and in particular with regards to the Reversal of the Consciousness Matrix System
around the planet that was performed on Sunday 29th March, in that Now Moment?
Dear One, we are delighted to share once again and in this today we shall make this a two-part
communiqué. The first shall answer the first part of your question and the second due to the delicate
nature of the work, yet still a process of the same that was initiated on Sunday, we shall move into a
separate exchange as Part 2.
There have seen many changes taking place this past week that have indeed allowed for the blending of
more intricate patterns of deeper Knowingness. This is why you are coming to a point of not being able to
facilitate any longer those aspects of human attributes that have been so deeply embedded within the
consciousness for so long. Still, in saying this, these old ways shall continue for a time yet, but the good
news is that you and your Beloved Brothers and Sisters truly have moved away from the need to hang onto
any such thought forms any more.

As we have explained many times the longer you focus on the desires of your FREEDOM and the more
energy you can direct toward them, the quicker you shall move away from, any interaction within the old
paradigms of drama, conflict, dis-easement, negativity, and well, the list is rather long! So many of the
old beliefs just simply have no place to cling to in the New Energy and with this your Freedom becoming
so much clearer. The confusion however is that because you are still in this transitional period, continuing
to interact with those who remain within the old ways, there remains a feeling of not belonging, a feeling
of isolation, rejection in some ways and yet there remains a Peace around you within and in acceptance of
these changes. Your Truth is too strong now to invalidate and so you sit quietly and wait for it to resurface
after a short reprieve of denial.
The point of being in the moment is becoming so vital for you now, that it is more important to be there
than to relate in old ways with others. The base and basis for interaction with others has so significantly
changed, not the interaction so much or the words in general, but the purpose for the exchange, the
thought processes on your part of the interaction and the expansive nature of your awareness where so
much more is available to you to draw upon within that New Knowingness, should you wish to open or
magnify, lead or influence the communication, mentally, emotionally or physically in the direction that
best suits the situation and circumstance. This all being crafted and thus created from a foundation based
upon the premise of “for the highest good of all concerned”.
Now with such expanded awareness at each moment your mind is truly having trouble to catch or keep
up, and in most cases it just simply cannot! So, this aspect of mind games is now becoming obsolete and
while this may seem very strange to the mind and the old ways of doing so, the mind is beginning to realise
that this trip is quite enjoyable. The mind is learning that Love comes from doing nothing and just to
observe without interaction, makes it feel good! Afterall why would this not be the case when Love is the
goal of all Life, the mind is part of your Life and its games are now coming to an end where it has any
power to create a false love by force. The mind is now coming to terms that it too has a right to the Higher
Vibrational Love and is in fact receiving it without all the hard work. It is beginning to see the joy it has to
offer!!!
As the mind releases the struggle, so too does the biology! Again, the result of this is your extended states
of blissfulness, where every part of your biology is in alignment with your Higher Attributes and set aside
from any resistance that the mind once placed there as an obstacle.
So, we encourage this continuance of simple allowance, disengagement at the old levels of exchange at
all levels. This will remain a little strange a little longer, but remember this, with familiarity of these new
feelings and places of peace, comes new opportunities. Opportunities that will pave new roads and open
vast new doorways both within your human realms and those of other dimensions and realities. This is
wonderful and so we applaud these changes, these new realisations and say do not be concerned about
the lulls, the times of doing nothing, go for a walk, a swim, take in a movie, read a book or listen to your
favourite music.
When the inspirations come, the signs that grab your awareness, act upon them like they are the beginning
of a new painting upon a new canvas! Have fun with it, dive into the experiences and most of all express

yourself in a way that you have not done so in the past. Try new things, think new thoughts, be daring, be
courageous, see your power and trust that the expression of these will lead you to your goal; that of
Freedom!
And so, We close this day and shall return with a look at the Reversal of the Consciousness Grid around the
planet when you have a moment.
In Love We Share! - Peter
Reversal of Human Consciousness Grid – Peter – 13th April 2009 – Part 2 of Changes in Exchange on 2nd
of April 2009.
Dear God I Am, that of Holy Incorruptible Matter of Infinite Speed,
As you know the past week has been full of so many changes and exchange, can you offer some insight as
to what is transpiring and in particular with regards to the Reversal of the Consciousness Matrix System
around the planet that was performed on Sunday 29th March in that Now Moment? (repeated from Part 1)
(First paragraph of Part 1.)
Dear One, we are delighted to share once again and in this today we shall make this a two-part
communiqué. The first shall answer the first part of your question and the second due to the delicate
nature of the work, yet still a process of the same, that was initiated on Sunday, we shall move into a
separate exchange as part 2.
PART 2 The Reversal of the Human Consciousness Matrix
Beloved, we are here with you in Lightness of this Joyous occasion once again. Indeed, we have been
listening and observing, and as we do, we find that much is being transmuted, not only from within
yourselves but what is actually transpiring around the planet, all as a result of a single thought form.
As you have rightly ascertained the Cosmic Polar shift has allowed for a New Wave of Being to enter the
planet. This new way of Being is by no means limited to humanity, but in fact encompasses All forms of
Life. That which we have observed is the Radiance of this New Light that you yourselves have
acknowledged as Real and Life giving! In these New Morphogenetic Fields of Light, lay new dynamics for
the interaction and interconnecting with all Life forms upon the planet.
The delicacies of the matter as we have mentioned above comes back and is anchored to responsibility,
for all whom wish to embrace this New Cosmic Level of Awareness is heightened in such an expansive
way, that every thought one has and allows to filter through this New Matrix is instantly manifested and
becomes Real. So, ‘delicate’ shall be the way we describe the way one is admonished to step forward as
they make the choices to activate this consciousness, this New Way of Being, within themselves!

There are several aspects of this Reversal of the Human Conscious Matrix that we wish to address, so let
us begin with the basic understanding of how this works and how it relates to both consciousness in
general and its interaction with other life forms.
The Present Consciousness Matrix
The Earth Experiment was/is a huge undertaking and although is just a grain of sand in time in accordance
with the Whole, from a human and physical standpoint, in relationship to the evolutionary processes of
Planetary Systems, it takes billions of years.
In simple human terms, Earth is special, for within its evolutionary process a new potential came into the
awareness of God that asked, was it possible for a Planetary System to evolve in direct association and
alignment, foundered within lower vibrational thought forms? As you are aware in God’s Creations, once
the thought arrives it is instantly manifest and so even though the result has already concluded, man
within his limitations and forgetfulness, continues to reside with the dream or this original thought of
God, not the REALIITY OF THAT TRUTH!
Like all manifestations within all universes, it is important for clarity and alignment of what it is that is
being created. In Earth’s case it was a huge undertaking and involved a multitude of races and planetary
systems from all over God’s Creations, for He/She chose this to have an impact that would from its
conclusion offer new potentials to Him/Her Self to Create again. Let us get to the point for this is vast
and libraries have already been written upon these subjects and it is not our intention to write that is
already, but to bring to Light that which is now open to new potentials and possibilities.
To keep everything in perspective and as simple as possible, Energetic Conscious Matrices were created
around the Planet so that all species that chose to take part could in fact be in connection with each other,
no matter where they were on the Planet. And for the reason that as one grows in awareness, all of the
same vibration, grow and expand accordingly, once a critical mass is reached. If this were not the case,
then each specie would evolve separately and into completely new species, as has in fact happened over
the millennia when the land masses separated, and local interaction took place and critical mass
consciousness not registered or attained. However, due to the matrices of their own kinds all remained
within the programmed parameters for that life form. Take a look at man for example, the colours of skin,
their general features and languages may be different, but the general human consistencies remain intact.
Within these parameters, the overall design of these Matrices were created and implemented. As part of
the experiment, man whose consciousness is the highest within the program for physical evolvement, was
placed at the top of the layout, even though others who reside on the Planet may be above these. It was
done in this way because all was based around humanity and the mass consciousness of the same to grow
as a single unit of expression and experience. Humanity was given the Role to change the Evolutionary
Processes through the design of free will choice. A Planet of Free Will!

So, as human consciousness took hold around the Planet, so Mother Earth changed. Her role was to
support the experiment by connecting herself directly to this series of Grids that contained all
consciousness and in so doing only responded to what was vibrationally in alignment with humanity.
The history of Earth and humanity is well documented and again we will not go into this, however, we
shall say that over the history of Mother Earth many different phases of human consciousness has
vibrationally resided there. But in all this, We move the conversation to the present for this is what is
predominantly the key to how the completion of the experiment and the movement of the next stage of
Mother’s Evolutionary change will formulate. We say will formulate for there are still so many conscious
factors that no one can foresee, for humanity still resides in this ‘free will’ attribute and this shall be
honoured until the final moment arrives.
The New Cosmic Consciousness Grid
In October of 2008 the Cosmic polarities shifted in such a way that they were basically reversed. What
this means is that when humanity realises and can accept for themselves that they are the Gods that
created this experiment, and can take full and total responsibility for it, they will be able to acknowledge
that they no longer need to continue the roles that were once ascribed to them, by Them Selves, outside
of the time limitations and physicalities of the Planet. It means that they can leave the Planet now if they
wish, the Planet as they have known it to be from a past perspective.
This is all part of the overall design, for each of you have ‘Underwritten’ programs that shall lead you to
these eventual realisations. Up until now each of you have chosen to see everything outside of yourselves
and thus this was supported through the external attributes of the Consciousness Grids that are in effect
now as the old grid continues to ring and resonate with the masses. However, the shift in polarity and
electromagnetic energy within the Cosmos, simply changes the direction of the Flow of Consciousness,
Awareness, Energy, Light, and Vibration, not from an outward projection of self, but now from an inward
manifestation of Self. You are no longer held within the restraints of other’s thought forms, desires or
even creations. It means that you are now totally free to re-create your world, your planet, your
interaction to Life in All its varied forms, all from within and upon a new platform of Knowingness. A
Knowingness that you had little access to, before the Cosmic Shift of polarities.
In this new potential we say, that in the same way the Buddhic Columns you and Mel created and
grounded upon the Planet and the tapping into the Genetic manipulation of the Flower of Life that no
longer serves humanity, this new aspect of human potential consciousness has arrived and you have acted
in a way, just as before, that now not only offers these new potentials primarily for yourself, but as
potentials for the Whole of humanity to now tap into. This potential is simply another aspect of human
creation that will show just how potent you All Are and when fully aligned with this New Cosmic
Consciousness, that of Unity Consciousness, the world as you know it will be Transformed beyond belief
in a nano second.
The New Grid allows for all of humanity to tap into their own vastness and if given permission by
themselves, they can begin to make preparations to leave the old consciousness grids and paradigms of

humanness behind. As each person becomes aware of this, they too shall begin to grasp the entirety of
their Highest Awareness that was always there for them to remember. It is all about re-Membering their
roots and this New Grid offers this to them, finally. It could not have taken place before human
consciousness was at a level of potential realisation, now they are!
Of course, this will take time to filter through the various Levels of Vibrational Frequencies of
consciousness, and this is why other species and life forms have and will make contact with you and those
who make these shifts. For they will assist in the integration of this Cosmic awareness. After all, you have
all been told so many times, your True Story shall be told and realised through your interaction with
nature. What we will add here is that it is not limited to just Nature, for within the Cosmic Awareness
one becomes interactive with all forms of life in all Levels of Dimensionality and within so many other
Universes and Galaxies.
The New Cosmic Consciousness Matrix for all of Life upon the Planet does not resemble the old, it is
different, not only in its formulation but also in its intricately woven patterns of Light, Colours, Sounds
and Vibrations. It shall be a very complex matter to reproduce this as a visual aid, yet some may try.
Perhaps Mel will have a clearer image to present to you, if you require such a Vision? The important
things here are not to get tied up in Earth graphics, for like so much that is happening around the Planet,
the Dimensional impressions or pictorial representations are now so far outside the physical possibilities
now to apply such physical senses.
It is simply the knowing that the New Matrix has been grounded through you, each of you, and through
this intention to amplify and expand this Cosmic connection of yourselves, And So It Is!
We hope we have given a satisfactory explanation of what has been created?
Yes, thank you, I shall read it over and maybe come back with some questions, I will see.
Please do not move into the trying to understand the intricacies of this for you will not. Yet We say this,
which in Our comprehension is the most important thing. You have ensured, at the very least your own
transition into the Cosmic Consciousness by creating this Grid System. You have created it in all its
complexities so at another Level you know exactly what has transpired and why. But we refer to the
reference of ‘delicacy’. It is most important that you realise that your every thought from now on is
refined to the highest vibration at all times. The need to transform every thought, word and action into
its highest form will ensure your development from here. As these rise, more access and deeper
connections shall take place for you and open new Doorways, Gateways and Star Gates never experienced
from a human standpoint before. Not the human that you and everyone like you have evolved from. Your
lineage from a human perspective has come from the most primitive and the lowest of vibrational
consciousness possible within mankind. It has been some journey and now the rewards of all those pains
taking events, situations and circumstances are coming to fruition, all because you dared to step away
from what you have come to know as old!
So Beloved, enjoy the final chapter, we wonder what you shall write on the next page??

In Love We Will Be Joining You!
Thank you once again for all this information and explanation. - Peter

Having performed the activation regarding the promise to the rats last night, I discovered that
during the activation, that the New Conscious Cosmic Matrix is in fact a Black Hole. Having
grounded this though the Buddhic Column here in my home, it now lies and connects to the
central core of Mother Earth. In its relationship to us, when we activate it for ourselves or choose
to connect our consciousness to it, we ground this New Cosmic Consciousness within our own
Heart’s Centre?
(The reference to rats was about my experiences I had with mice, rats, lice, bees and chiggers during the time I lived within my
Buddhic Column, all of which I am happy to share if anyone is interested?”

In Eternal Love and Joy. - Peter

Beloved Metatron shared this with me during the Discourses within the Elemental Grace
Alliance; It is preparation for what is coming next!
“I Am Metatron and extend to you my Brother warm greetings of Love and Light. Peter, you
are now moving into position for some very important work for humanity and the Hierarchy. We
are now ready to respond in a way we have never done in the past and this opportunity shall be
the first of many. It is important that you know the depth of importance for this, for within the
foreseeable future, we are going to be acknowledged by your governments and this means that
it is time to interact on so many new levels for humanity as a mass consciousness. This awareness
is now ripe and although we do see some minor glitches that will occur by those whom will not
wish to believe, we Know that those who shall represent the New Changes will follow through
with our “live contacts” and will assist us greatly during the initial periods.
“So tonight, we shall do as you ask, but please move swiftly now as we wish to set these new
plans in motion. We shall fill you in on all the requirements and intentions on Our Part and you
shall be told of what shall be required of you and your colleagues. Those that are now gathering
are nearly ready to do this and you are in a most favourable position. All you need to do now is
to open this ‘Live Transmission Template’ and be ready for the next steps to manifest. We bid
you good night and shall speak again before you sit tomorrow”.
Impeccable Integrity in Self Mastery - Many from around the Globe are and will be magnetized as the
resonance and remembrance will be immediate to this Divine Mission and collective co-creation. As
Humble Servants to Divine Will, we co-create in the fullness of integrity, impeccability, self-mastery and
alignment to Divine Principle and Universal Law. We Serve in Heart Centred Unity Consciousness and as

exemplars of the New Earth paradigm and Divine Template. These are The Christ Councils and our Highest
responsibility.

“Considering the sacredness of The Christ Council’s Mission and the delicate challenge of
maintaining the Highest Harmonic Resonance as a Unified Whole, Councils at these Levels,
will create a set of Guiding Principles for each Member Ambassador of Light/Child of God
as part of their Service to the Council and those They Closely Serve. In order to maintain
the Highest possible alignment with the ever evolving Template of the Planetary Shifts of
Consciousness, these Guidelines will be malleable, flexible, permeable, amendable and
profoundly reverent and respectful. Vigilance will be encouraged to prevent old beliefs and
paradigm patterning from playing any part in the undertaking of any Christ Council
Discourses and Member scheduled activities. This includes any kind of self-promotion,
glamour, elitism, dogma, competition, rivalry, stigmatization, favoritism, prejudice or
hierarchical attitudes. Within a Christ Council there is no leader, no primary spokesperson;
all are equal, and each Member in turn offers Their viewpoint without interruption until
He/She is finished. It operates just like the ‘Talking Stick’ Principle.”
What I am about to share with you next, may be the most important information I have shared to
date, anywhere within the Elemental Grace Alliance Discourses. This I have shared with no-one
to date. It has been for my own references but now I can see, even though I had no idea at the time
it all came to me that it would be the premise of the Elemental Grace Alliance and its Divine Plan!
You may now begin to understand a little more as to each of your parts, as to why this information
cannot be shared with the general Light Worker and especially not the general public.
It may also begin to offer each of you a better understanding of why the EGA takes meticulous,
detailed and precise management of its exact practice, procedure and approach. While this has
never been done before anywhere within God’s Creation, we are still attempting to accommodate
human ‘free will’ within the ‘Live Transmission Templates’ that have been designed. And today
for the very first time We can finally Activate the next stage of this Transformative Process to
attain a more Accurate Fixed Design. We only need 12 to complete this phase, but more than that
the better. So, it shall be down to each one of us, in accordance to our own ‘free will’ as to how
this will all play out!
The Activation of the Buddhic Columns, both directly over the 12 Sun Disc locations around the
world and over each Member of this Group, while connecting each Member to the Reshel Sun
Discs this shall become a New Consciousness Grid that shall link directly to the Central Core of
Mother Earth who shall be the One who shall anchor this Grid on behalf of Humanity and All other
Life Streams here within this Solar System and Outer Cosmos.
The next Message/Commentary was shared in January 2008:

MESSAGE TO THE HIGH INITIATES OF THE CHRIST COUNCIL
The following is offered as consideration to Our next steps as the Christed ones who are ready to
step into planetary service of the highest order. This offers perspective of HOW We can position
ourselves in order to put the planetary ascension plan into highest momentum and action.
I am impressed with visions towards our coming together in small and intimate Groupings around
the world. These groupings would consist of at least 12 individuals who are in highly activated Light
Body and purified to the degree that the Christed Consciousness can be authentically embodied
and lived out on a daily basis.
The number 12 keeps coming up and seems to be the frequency harmonic needed to co-create
from our unified intentions in the highest degree and as a Collective Group Forcefield. This
Harmonic of 12, as we know, is a big part of many aspects of creation and the New Earth
Geometrical Blueprint. This 12 frequency has also played a big role in the beginning of other
influential spiritual movements... Yeshua and Magdalene with 12 Disciples, Krishna and Radha with
12 Gopis, St. Francis had 12 Friars, etc.
These core groups are totally self-sustainable “off the grid” and living as one body, one breath in
intimate community... manifesting, living, moving, traveling together as we carry out Our combined
and unified mission in the world. A transition is made from an individual "external expression" and
to one of a collective community of Melchizedek High Initiates. It is impressed that we can
accomplish more together through our Precipitation of focused energy intention and then linking
that intention and mission with the other Christed Groupings around the world.
The places of the earth that hold massive concentration of crystal and crystalline energy will be the
first places of New Earth emergence. (Reshel Grid and Sun Discs). They are also the "central power
stations" of the Crystalline Grids across the globe. Some of these areas, for example, are known
sacred sites. There are also new geographical regions that have been inlaid with the Crystallized
Programs and Codes for the Planetary Ascension.
As the Star Seed Avatars, we have a specific earthly mission which may not be about externalization
processes within mainstream society. In bringing forth our highest potential for co-creating the New
Erthe, it may be that we can best affect the worldwide transformation of consciousness by focusing
our collective energy and intention on the New Grids of Light and transmitting from these Sacred
Sites of Crystalline Energy and Power. We do this from the sacred intimacy of our Christed
Communion, in complete sustainability and in the privacy of our Living Temples.

We are being encouraged to contemplate a privately conducted global communication effort to
reinforce the importance of collective migration to these designated Sacred Site areas. For reasons
understandable, this has to be a selective process.
As we unify our missions into one, living in these sacred site areas offer the highest potential for us,
as the Christed Starseeds, to collectively manifest New Earth Structure and Systems. We are the
Ones holding the Codes, the Templates. We are the human Gatekeepers and Key Holders that can
unlock the Seals and open the Portals.
With us all living in the Highest and Purest Frequency of the Quantum Crystalline Fields, we will also
benefit from highest clarity and attunement with the other realms and Star Families assisting our
process.
With Christed groupings living and transmitting from these powerful Crystalline Nodal areas, we can
affect major transmission and activation of the New Earth emergence in ways unimaginable.
The "New Erthe" will first emerge from these areas beginning with the Portal
communities/transformational facilities. We will all be linked around the world, and, even stronger
as we remain connected through the Grids of Light, the Golden Sun Discs and then Etheric Cities of
Light that exist in many of these Sacred Site areas. Then, it will expand from there.
This idea is a massive undertaking; however, it may be the time to walk across a New Bridge of
Consciousness and begin to Live in the New Erthe of Gaia! Then, to return after firmly Knowing the
Processes in Detail, having been the One’s to Prove them and then assist others into this New
Creation.
So, now you are able to see how all this is unfolding! The aspects mentioned above about the
animals and nature which I personally experienced are all documented by me. But the one I am
feeling that may be of most use to those interested was a Discourse Communication I had in
between the 2 main Discourses at the beginning of this introduction. I will place it at the end as
an addendum, not necessarily part of this Activation of the Buddhic Columns but more in
alignment of what you can expect as part of your potential experiences after you have lived within
a Buddhic Column all of your own! The Buddhic Column I lived within had been established for
about a year, before I found such experiences taking place. And even though I had to work through
all such strange events by asking lots of questions to understand the happenings and how the
Energy was seen and interacted with by animals, insects etc. So I will leave all this for you to
experience for yourselves and should you need any further help with any of that, I will be glad to
help out where I can!
Okay back to the World Visual.

If you have not already noticed I have also chosen a world image that identifies the world fault
lines. And so we are going to utilize our Violet Flame Work and the Anchoring of the Buddhic
Columns and Reshel Grids to aid in the stabilization of the World Tectonic Plates and Volcanic
Systems. So please be very mindful of this most important and intricate facet of this overall Plan!
Oh My God! I am so embarrassed, it makes me feel quite inadequate right now! I have just been
shown a Discourse I had with Mother Gaia 3 months after the Discourses I have shared with you
all above. I never did follow this through and never responded to Mother Gaia again, not accepted
Her Loving offer, and I have just realized that again everything from then to now has been in
preparation for Us All to help Mother Gaia on a Level not yet achieved, so this Activation within
the Buddhic Columns and Consciousness Grid just expanded to a Whole New Level! I feel awful
and will now have to make amends to maximize this opportunity. This is the Discourse I had with
Mother Gaia on the 4th July 2009 after my return from Peru. Time and events got away from me
and so I allowed this to pass untouched. I can only apologize for my lapse of awareness and my
forgetfulness. It was in September I moved to the UK to be with Sue and it took a while to get rid
of all my belongings and make this move. No excuses, but I am glad I can now make amends. I
am so sorry Mother Gaia! I Am Sorry, Please Forgive Me, I Love You, Thank you!
MOTHER GAIA – New Proposal – PETER – 4TH JULY 2009
Dear Mother Gaia,
I have been thinking of you today and as I listened to your kind words you spoke to Me and Mel
at the Melvadek Alliance, I just felt we needed to connect again today, do you have anything you
wish to share and is there anything that I may do for you as part of my dissolution of where I am
in relation to where I/We have been and in preparations for the future? I would be delighted for
you to share your perspective with Me and if I can be of Service in any way?
Beloved Peter, Yes, it is a delight to know that we can speak to each other at any time. There has
been some very deep connections taking place over the past few months between us and I did tap
you upon the shoulder today, for I have both some news for you, as well as a request.
It is because of your specific dedication and Honouring of Me in the simplest and Loving of ways
that indeed makes any grounding of energy or new human proposal, that you participate in, so
potent and beneficial to the All That Is. I wish to say how Grateful I Am for all that you do. The
grounding of the Cosmic Heart Energy deep within My Heart Centre, that you and your Loving
Colleague performed, has indeed made a huge difference within the overall dynamics of what is
transpiring around Me at this time. The intense influx of the energies that are now pouring in,
created a wobbling effect upon My north, south axis, and if it was not for what you have done, all
be it unknowingly regarding this matter through your activation/alignment, it could have had a
very different result! So, I want you to be aware of just how beautiful your Work is when it comes

to the balancing and the stabilisation of the influx and increased generational manifestations of
the New Energies now arriving here.
Of course, I Am a large mass of what mankind terms as Earth, but there is an even Grander aspect
that few realise let alone acknowledge. I wish to inform you, so that you may be aware from this
time forward, that there are a further 3 dimensional layers that make up my Earth aspect. I wish
to bring to your awareness that you and other Light Showers can help Me here as part of the
Grounding Teams upon Me, so that the re-generational aspects of the moving deeper into these
next Dimensional Spheres shall be a smooth and balanced transition. I say re-generational
because Beloved, although they have been part of My Being for a time immemorial, and now that
mankind is approaching the potentials of passing through the Time Lock Portals in a larger
number than originally expected, I shall need some specific realigning, recalibration and further
sacred geometrically dynamic considerations to assist through these alterations for the re-birthing
of the New Humanity. Help from my Beloved Children shall be an integral part of this
Transmutation and Ascension process and of course shall be gratefully received from this time
forward. More so now than ever before!
What is most unusual about these Dimensional Spheres of Mine is that to pass through the Time
Lock Portals one must travel inward and not outward. And there is another aspect of these
Dimensions that is not yet understood by mankind, in fact, not understandable from a logical
perspective. It is a reversal of human thinking (thus the reversal of the polarities and the Cosmic
Shifts). You see, I Am even Grander within My next Spherical Body and even grander again within
the next and again the next. So, My Dear what you have done for Me unknowingly as you did with
the Buddhic Columns, what you did unknowingly for humanity with the re-establishment of the
Human Blueprint of the Flower of Life, what you and your Star Family and Friends have done
unknowingly, unlocking the Time Codes in Peru at the Amaru Meru Portal, are all part of these
sequences of events that align Me with you, you with humanity and humanity with Me once again!
Doesn’t make any sense does it? But logical sense plays no part in this and that is why I have
come to you now. The logical part of it all is simply this, what was once a Ring Passeth Not, is
now a Ring, one may Passeth through. To Passeth through these Rings only requires one’s
awareness that they exist, the illogical then does the rest!
Do you remember Peter, a few years ago you were given many Star Codes and one in particular
received an explanation of its Trace Encodement, in fact the only one that you had translated, if I
Am correct! You were so over whelmed at the time that you placed the Code and the translation
to one side. It is time to regather this information and bring it back into your awareness. For this
Star Code and its directional encodings shall be a great use to you now. It is time for you to align
this walk upon the Leys of Time so that you may gather the information and experience that you
shall require now to create a New Pathway to the Heavens. Those of My Own Unity and Oneness!
I wish to extend an invitation to you, and your other Brothers and Sisters, to meet Me at one of the
Multidimensional Portals, so that I may take you on a journey to view my entire Being upon and

within My next Dimensional Level of Expansion. Some call this the New World, but few truly
understand what this is, let alone where to find it or how one shall reside there. Those who live
within My physical body, such as the Cetaceans, Agarthans, Lemurians and the Telosians and
many other Beings of Light are aware of My next dimension, although they too are unable to make
this journey until humanity or those representing them in human form make this first transitional
journey consciously. As part of the Evolutionary Path of humanity I wish as an additional or of a
bonus proportion, to offer this opportunity of an even grander experience.
I Am offering this experience to those initially who have played such an outstanding, committed
and Loving role for My Own Evolutionary Path. Humanity has indeed surprised all of Us here
and the Higher Realms. With such events as the formation of the Melvadek Alliance, that which
you and your Brother Mel set in concrete by a mere innocent and humble proposal, We Are now,
I Am now, asking for another proposal from you as part of this next transitional potential for
Humanity. You see my Son, it is the grounded human being that sets the Paths upon and within
Me and as you have already a proven and very High Standard of Purity, Heart Felt connection
and Love Divine, I come to you, asking for you and your Brothers and Sisters for help.
Do you remember within my addresses to the Melvadek Alliance I stated along with Queen Sophia
that there were other potentials available to humanity to make these transitions to Ascend all of
humanity? Well this is another way and one that we have the potential to adopt for mass recreation in alignment with that which has already been implemented. Queen Sophia may even
come forward and ask you to assist in the implantation of Her other possibilities as well, but for
now I shall leave this for Her to bring these aspects to your attention, if this is Her Willed Intention.
I Am offering this experience to you, and your other Brothers and Sisters at this timeline, so that
each of you may benefit within your own remaining days within your Divine Service in this
Dimensional Realm and thus assist humanity once again by looking at the dynamics of this journey
from a place of a single thought to the completion and arrival within the New Realms within Me!
You may choose to make this journey together or independently, these shall be your choices. It is
My Gift to each of you My Darlings, for all that you have done for Me. It is My Way of showing
you My Gratefulness and Beloved thanks for you Being My Divine Children!
This is an amazing offer and I am feeling the excitement of this potential. Can you tell me/us how
this may be facilitated?
Yes, Dear One, upon a time designated by you and the others, I shall come and simply Guide you
there, through one of these Portals. We shall do this first through consciousness and again when
you are on your travels, I shall Guide you to the places and locations where you may enter in the
physical. Once the conscious connection is made, others from the Inner Realms of Me shall come
forward and connect with you and they, through prior experiences of themselves, shall be able to
take your hands so to speak, and lead you through this veil. Well it is more like a sort of a maze.

I had to Design it this way so that it could not be attained or visited easily by the unexpecting or
unexpected traveller.
This all sounds so wonderful, a little out of the square where I am right at this moment, but wonder
filled just the same. Thank you and so we shall speak with you again soon regarding this matter.
First, I must continue my dissolution here, so I may be better prepared. So how may I be of Service
to you?
This journey shall be in Service to Me, for this will help Me endlessly and in so doing shall assist
the migration of humanity into My Inner Realms and the expansion of the next Evolutionary
stepped process. Please give it some consideration and do not hesitate to speak with Me regarding
this invitation or feel free to ask any questions.
I just wish to say how beneficial the Fusion of the Flower of Life has been and how its effect has
Resonated around Me. It is far beyond your imaginings, yet all within your capabilities and gifts
of Service to Humanity and Me.
Thank you again and we shall consider all this deeply, we are Blessed indeed! I/We Love You
Dearly.
I Love You All in ways that only a Mother can, Blessed be My Children!
P’taah – Trace Encodement Definition – Peter – 12th December 2006
“Dear Spirit, I would like to ask someone to explain to me why the term Trace Encodements have
been used to identify these ‘Star Codes’.”
“It is with pleasure Dear One that we have been supporting you in these transmissions and
continue to stand by on this day as New Portals open and further Codes are downloaded to you.
The word Trace Encodements have been purposefully used to describe these Keys because they
are associated with the neurological pathways within the human brain. Remember, as above so
below, the pathways that lead and allow you to navigate through the Universes are all Star
Patterned within your Higher Consciousness and held within the Electromagnetic Fields of the
brain, the microcosm of the macrocosm. If one had the ability, or even the technology, you would
also find these Star Codes within your DNA.
However, it is the Energy of Divine Consciousness that we are moving through and by tracing
these patterns consciously your brain fires the neurological pathways so that the recall of the
deeper references are brought to the front of your consciousness for activation and exposure
within your life. For example, you have on your computer a searching modem, this modem runs
through thousands of programs to find matches and then brings them to the collection point for
your awareness and choices to use or not to use as the case may be. This metaphorically speaking

is a similar process you are undergoing. You programmed and entered the information to be
triggered by Divine Will. Now the search has found what you need and how you use them will be
according to your free will. When others see these Codes they themselves will then trace them
within their neurological pathways into conscious awareness and pull them out of their computers
through a similar ‘search modem’ and so it continues.
It is not surprising that these Trace Star Patterns and Codes are innumerous in number for the
vastness of the Universes and the Galaxies within Creation are unlimited and in continuous
expansion, just like Earth and this Solar System at this Moment. As part of the Creation of God
you have all of these Star Highways and Inter Dimensional Starways already part of your Inner
Reality.
Earth is a physical domain and, in this Reality, as you allow this expansion to manifest, only those
that are important to allow the human consciousness to remember are being activated and coming
forward into your awareness. All those at the leading edge of this creation are now being
triggered, as you call it, so that these and many other Encodements and Ancient Knowledge is
coming to be consciously given life in a manifested form, so that this Energy may support the
Visions of so many now.
It is with Peace within Our Hearts that we share this and know that what is on the horizon for
humanity, what is written in the Stars is about to Create a Star Burst of Energy that will open new
Heights to human achievements. Follow your Hearts and Know without any shadows of a doubt
that you are on the right Star Path!
I Am P’taah Beloved, at your Service.
For me it was all about Knowing that We Are All a Part of God and with Right Action, correct
procedure, and with Heart Centred Giving, anything is possible.
The following is that Star Code or Star Pattern that Mother Gaia refers to! And I can now see why
all this is coming to Light Again at this time. Especially when it comes to the Activation of the
New Adam/Lilith Kadmon Star Seed Light Codes within the Human DNA.

The New Adam Kadmon framework for Humanity (Given to me in South Africa November 2007 while doing
a two-week MAT Program with Anrita Melchizedek to become an Ambassador of Light within the Order of
High Initiates of the Order of Melchizedek)

Peter: New Adam Kadmon Star Code Trace Encodement
Language of Light was scripted for half a page. It translates.
As well as you can you will begin to discern those subtle bodies which are indwelling inside of you
now, for even as this image now appears to be outside of your Self, it also appears with IN you or
else it would not now be so. We allude to the horizontal axis of this drawing which divides forth
those universes of the God Mind into segmentations much as a beehive makes separate houses
wherein to store those honey nectars…sweet is it not?
This drawing is a correction to the framework of the New Adam Kadmon for as the new age comes
forth the man/woman shall be made new as well. Imagine, if you will, if you were to draw forth
an image of your partnership with the Divine, the simplest of structures must prevail and yet there
has ALWAYS been a Star Map to coincide with the evolution of mankind as you progress from star
field to star field where you connect the dots with those lines of ley which you shall consciously
walk. Indigenous elders have humbly and consistently held these ley lines along with your Beloved
Cetaceans.
Look then again at this first symbol to see where it is which time travellers follow.

I am complete as man/woman now combined in clear consciousness upon earth to bring forth as
if in story the marriage of Spirit through Jeshua/Magdalene. They represent your conscious
journey to ignite this fire within you. This symbol begins then with the New Adamic Seed.
This first journey you take unto the first field, given unto you the birth of your New Self forth unto
that star field of Andromeda, it forth with, then progresses you into the next field which you
skywalk. The three pointer stars you have left behind may be used for triangulation should you
begin to messenger via other influences. These will guide you back into the body as if bread
crumbing. These three smaller star points will always be visible to you! This second field you
have walked arrives you at that star field within the Andromeda as Alcyone…they are of your
Pleiadian knowingness as the teacher in you will need familiar reference points.
(line drawn from last point to the vertical line drawn for that dot to above.) The upright
juncture of the upward thrust is an indication that you are advancing into yet another field inside
the Universal Filed of Consciousness. This is not an artificial galaxy and will always feel familiar.
It is as the body may feel to teeter in its influences of arriving into these differences. This upward
arm of your ley walk arrives you unto the Cosmic Triune Posts (Orders) of the Melchizedek
Brotherhoods and Sisterhoods. It is upon your arrival there that you are held in conference for
the purity of your intentions to hold forth and carry your Chord of Light unto the New Star Seed
Children who are here on Planet Earth and will actually be your guides to transfer your old Earth
energies into Erthe Star.
Drawing of next arm of symbol:
And now your trajectory is as if in a shooting star for it sky
rockets you into an unfamiliar domain. Please keep in MIND that these are Brand New
coordinates not walked heretofore by ANY indigenous Elder, nor any Being who had come directly
out of your density of the third dimension. Hold in constancy within your body imagery as it draws
itself within in this configuration. This new point at which you have arrived is that point in the
Heavens on which all of you have sought guidance for direction. You have called it the North
Star. As you look into the current symbol unfinished you will view your own horizontal axis as
you recline. Now you are looking up into the three pointer triangulation stars left visible for your
guidance. As you begin to feel them as well as to see them with the outer vision you are within the
vibrational field which supports you upon this new discovery base. You may proceed from this
point in space not covered by a constellation yet being a point in space, so that you will feel a
sense of accomplishment beyond these old perimeters. This exercise of new beliefs is not unlike
what you term “the Ropes Course”. It is dependent upon trust!
Next leg of the symbol was drawn……. and now passing this place of “passeth not” before you
are catapulted as if upon out of a gun shooting , you become this shooting star fielding of your
own dream forward. As if you did not need the allegory of these fields it is the way of Andromeda
to defend you at each point to cleanse those waters of your soul as if it were without further
nourishment and yet you cannot look back to the way you were, you cannot continue in this old
vibrational field once you have gone past these boundaries of the Merkabah Star Field. It is still
that the Pleiadian begins as you did to draw this ley line without moving the pen from the paper,

as you have quickly sensed to do. Notice that you only needed to lift the pen to add the three sister
star points, an addition that prevails upon you Only as you need them and yet one does need to
interrupt the flow of drawing these symbols when placing them. One could begin to by placing
them ahead of time for remembrance, these symbols represent your own cosmology. You may call
this first image “JOURNEY TO FREEDOM” for it catapults you beyond all previous patterns
of beliefs. Catch a falling star indeed.
Note please that these trajectories are unaided by another walking before or behind you Peter.
The wise teacher protects his/her student by being beside her/him as these baby steps are given.
This is not simple geometry…there is nothing: “To Prove”. There is only to trust that your Star
Field will guide you, that you have traced this image upon paper so many times that all Heaven
awaits the Field of Light which will Guide you. It is as if as you walk your own steps light up to
show you the way. Fear not. We are inside you and We are going Home. Rather, we are taking
Home with Us as well!
Love and Light…SanandaMagdalene (Through Peggy Watson for me)
I have now realized that what P’taah and Mother Gaia has made reference to above, is that it is not
about going outward into the Star Fields above us, but those Star Fields held within us, within our
DNA. The definition by P’taah and the translation by SanandaMagdalene actually say it in their
words to me which have never dawned on me before! I just could not see it until now!!
P’taah says:
“It is not surprising that these Trace Star Patterns and Codes are innumerous in number for the
vastness of the Universes and the Galaxies within Creation are unlimited in continuous expansion,
just like Earth and this Solar System at this Moment.”
“Earth is a physical domain and, in this Reality, as you allow this expansion to manifest, only
those that are important to allow the human consciousness to remember are being activated and
coming forward into your awareness. All those at the leading edge of this creation are now being
triggered, as you call it, so that these and many other Encodements and Ancient Knowledge is
coming to be consciously given life in a manifested form, so that this Energy may support the
Visions of so many now.”
SanandaMagdalene says;
“I am complete as man/woman now combined in clear consciousness upon earth to bring forth as
if in story the marriage of Spirit through Jeshua/Magdalene. They represent your conscious
journey to ignite this fire within you. This symbol begins then with the New Adamic Seed.”
“For the purity of your intentions to hold forth and carry your Chord of Light unto the New Star
Seed Children who are here on Planet Earth and will actually be your guides to transfer your old
Earth energies into Erthe Star”.

“It is upon your arrival there that you are held in conference for the purity of your intentions to
hold forth and carry your Chord of Light unto the New Star Seed Children who are here on Planet
Earth and will actually be your guides to transfer your old Earth energies into Erthe Star.” “Fear
not. We are inside you and We are going Home. Rather, we are taking Home with Us as well!”
And what was shared with me in April 2009;
“The history of Earth and humanity is well documented and again we will not go into this, however, we
shall say that over the history of Mother Earth many different phases of human consciousness has
vibrationally resided there. But in all this, we move the conversation to the present for this is what is
predominantly the key to how the completion of the experiment and the movement of the next stage of
Mother’s Evolutionary change will formulate. We say will formulate for there are still so many conscious
factors that no one can foresee, for humanity still resides in this ‘free will’ attribute and this shall be
honoured until the final moment arrives.”

What is now going to be explained is the beginning of the Creation of the ‘Live Communication
Template’ that Archangel Metatron mentioned above!
When it comes time to do the Activation and We mention the Buddhic Columns over the Reshel Sun Discs,
this is the Visual you will be invited to hold within your mind. The Radius at the based shall be 333
kilometers, that is 666 kilometers in Diameter. It is big, but they are what are being called for here! They
will grow or shrink in size automatically in the future, as is required by each Guardian Group.

You will see in the centre of this Column, a Shaft of Light. This Light or Tube of White Fire Substance
travels all the way to the Centre of the Core of Mother Gaia. Within each Tube are two spiralling Vortices,
one rotating counter-clockwise and the other clockwise. The counter-clockwise one is for bringing Energies
into the Earth and the clockwise is to draw from the Earth. These directions may change again depending
on the required needs of each Column, but the ultimate result is to now assist in the Unification of
connecting the Core of Mother Earth to Her additional “3 Dimensional Layers or Spheres that make up

Her Earth aspect”, as She explains in Her Discourse with me. The upward vortex will remove all
discordant energies and return them back to the Solar Sun for Etherealization and Re-Polarization. The
other aspect of each of these Sun Disc Columns is that not only will they transmit above the ground but
also through the Crystalline Matrices within the Ground! Each Crown of the Cone will be sent out to the
Next Column to Create the Link and Matrix.
You may visualize these Buddhic Columns on the World Map on the next page!

To give you a full Visual of what the Anchoring of the Buddhic Columns entail, and looks like, I have tried
to portray a Visual to this effect! The Buddhic Column above the ground is automatically mirror imaged
to travel all the way to the Central Core, the ‘Sun Of Even Pressure’. This then becomes an Axis, with a
Ray of White Fire Substance passing through to the opposite side of the Globe. So for every Buddhic
Column whether Reshel or personal Site, or others for specific allocation, this is the replicate of the
Anchoring. This then aids Mother Earth North South Orientation allowing it to move or shift without any
concern of wobble or shifting beyond the designated co-ordinates. Mother Gaia alluded to this in Her
Discourse with me. So as more and more people from all over the world act as True Anchors or Grounding
Staffs this is the meaning of it! And so will this ‘Light Stabilization’ Increase with Ease and Grace.

For the personal Buddhic Columns over your homes and blocks of land, here are the Visualizations
of what you can use to Create them in your neighbourhood. The Radius of these Columns shall
be 333 metres from the centre of your home or block. That is 666 metres in Diameter. If your
property is not covered, then double these figures, if still not covered double again!
You will see three options in accordance to your own situation. If you wish to use your exact
location, see the Visual at the end of this Information Sheets in Red called Important Information.

The Activation you will create is exactly the same as the Sun Discs, but with a different visual and
the other difference is you will if you do not have a Crystalline Matrix under you in your home,
you will send a Ley of Light to your closest Crystalline Link! The Crown of the Cone shall be
sent to those other Member Locations as per the Visual Globe. Please note, that on the Global
Map only States or Provinces are mentioned within each Country. You will have the actual address
of every Member before we begin the Activation for accuracy when sending your Crystalline
Transmissions through the Ethers along with the Locations of the 12 +1 Sun Discs!
There is another aspect of this Activation that is required to allow for free movement outside of
your private residence. For that we activate the White Fire Tube of Protection and the Orb of
White Fire Light! The White Fire Tube as is depicted in this Visual below, is that which comes
directly from and maintained by your ‘I Am’ Presence.

This is also the Activation and continuous use of the Violet Transmuting Flame administered and
self-sustained constantly by St Germain, Lady Quan Shi Yin and the Violet Transmuting Teams
and Legions of Angels in Our Service; Omri Tas, Oromasis and the Melchizedek Disciples. It is
within this White Fire Tube of Protection that you can widen your Antahkarana and Link to the ‘I
Am’ Presence.

The Orb of White Fire is yet another double Protection and Clearing Attribute to all this Work that
allows for the one’s free movement anywhere you wish to go while at the same time sweeping
clean all discordance and Imbalanced Energies allow you to Become the Only Governing Presence
and Authority within your World.
This Visual may assist in giving you a visible aid to activate this Quality and Virtue of Truth that
Now Belongs to you, the promote and utilize within your Service to Humanity, Mother Gaia and
All Sentient Life upon this Planet in need! This Orb shall also be set into place with a Radius of
333 metres or 666 metres Diameter. You are now the New Adam/Lilith Kadmon Man and Woman,
with your DNA Activated and Now in Eternal Manifestation, if you choose to accept it for your
Self!

The Following Visual is an additional one for the purpose of Honouring Beloved America as the
Country for the ‘Descent of the Dove’ and the first Country that will Manifest the ‘I Am’ Presence
and the ‘I Am’ New Reshel Sun Narayana Joy Pyramidal Light Temple Communities which we
activate also in this Activation in Honouring Mother Gaia and Her Ascension with Humanity into
Her Expanded 3 additional Levels of Dimensional Spheres that will become the New Erthe for
Humanity Sentient Life upon Earth, in accordance to God’s Will.

If anyone would like to receive a personal Buddhic Column Visual for their own place of residence, simply
take a photo matching the angle as close as possible to this one below, making sure the whole house or
property is as visible as possible, and I will make a visual similar to the one displayed with the column in
the visuals above or that of Sue and my home here in the UK for your safe keeping and altar if you wish.
Just send it through to me when time permits, there is no rush and you will not necessarily need it for the
activation, just nice to have. You can use it thereafter just to keep you focused in your Invocations to keep
this focus as often as possible over the coming 12 months.
God Bless You All
Peter

A Djwhal Khul excerpt that Jeannette shared in the 2.14 Rules Group yesterday (8/12/2018)

“The work of this group, and of other groups similarly motivated, is to achieve these undertakings together;
together to face the Dweller and triumph; together to arrive at understanding; together to stand before the
Presence because the Angel's Light reveals 'that which the eye has never seen'; together to walk the path of
Revelation; together to serve and together to aid the faltering steps of humanity, the world aspirant; together
to stand with your backs to the light because you comprehend the ancient aphorism which states;
"They who face the light and stand within its radiance is blinded to the issues of the world of men and
women; they who pass on the lighted way to the great Centre of Absorption, but you who fills the urge to
pass that way yet loves your brother and sister on the darkened path, revolves upon the pedestal of light and
turns the other way.
"They who face towards the dark and then the seven points of light within yourself transmitting the outward
streaming light, and lo, the face of those upon the darkened way receives that light. For them, the way is not
so dark. Behind the warriors, twixt the light and dark, blazes the light of Hierarchy."

ADDENDUM ( Mentioned Above)

Peru, Rats, and General – Peter – 11th April 2009

Dear God, I Am, that of Holy Incorruptible Matter of Infinite Speed,
I wish to ask the following for guidance and clarity please. There are several points I would like addressed
so I will number them accordingly.
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

I am feeling a little stressed about the financial aspects of my trip to Peru and having all my
debts paid so that I have no distractions while I am away or in the short term when I come
back. Deep down I know all is well yet the human side still flinches a little when money is
neither free flowing or in abundance so that I am in fact paying my way with available funds
rather than flying on debt and limitation of liquidity.
Do you have any further information to share about my Peruvian trip that I need to know at
this time?
Please can you advise on what action or advice I can give to my rat friends who have appeared
to come to me for information and guidance in the new energy.
I wish to know what is happening about the presence of bees in such huge numbers around my
home all of a sudden.
I wish to receive information that will allow me to make the best decision regarding Soley
while I am away!

1.
Dearly Beloved, we are delighted to be with you again in open communication. We have been very
close of late and have indeed been prompting you with answers and information as your mind asks your
various questions, and slowly but surely you are beginning to acknowledge this in short bursts. This is
wonderful as it will make way for greater lengths of time exponentially to occur as we move closer to our
trip within you, to Peru!
We have said to you that your only responsibility to be looking at, at this time, was to complete your
detoxification and placing all your affairs in order. This is happening but perhaps could have more
awareness on your part so that you may have more free time to settle and be at ease in the completion of
your preparations. We did say also to finish your work as required, yet we see that you continue to seek
more work. This is understandable of course from your perspective and that which you have outlined
within your question. We can only say to you Beloved, trust in the journey and remember what you know
to be true. That all you require shall be provided with ease and grace and without any concern or stresses
on your part.
Go to your markets if you wish but do not be surprised if your time is spent for the journey’s sake alone
and not what you may expect it to reap! We trust that each moment will allow you the space to open and
enjoy as the purpose unfolds.

So are you saying I am wasting my time with the markets if I wish to generate some further cash for my
trip?
What we are saying is this, are these endeavours flowing smoothly? Are they set about in confusion or
disruption? The answers are yours to figure out for yourself. We will say however that your time could be
spent more abundantly by finding the space to be without movement, without mind projections and
without expectations. We know you understand this, so it is simply a matter of trusting your own
Knowing or not! There is nothing more we can add at this time, yet, do your self a favour, as time is
running out, take time out, even if this means getting away again???

God!!!! nothing would be better for me right now for this to happen again, but that means more money
spent. Yes, I know this is the old paradigm but it is deeply engrained and something that truly puts one in
an uneasy state.
Let us ask you this, what is the worst thing that can happen if you don’t have any money to do anything in
Peru?

Guess I will be in a place of total allowance and trust that I am being catered for by the universe!
We shall say no more!! LOLOL!!!!!!

Okay I get the picture!! Thank you!!!
2.

Do you have any further information to share about my Peruvian trip that I need to know at this

time?
Your Peruvian trip will have many openings for you that you cannot even dream of right now. Your
journey will take you near and far, within and without. Your meetings and encounters shall be beyond
your wildest imaginings, EVER! What more can we say that you need to understand? There is nothing
you can understand for you have nothing to base your new experiences upon. This is why we are so
insistent to get you to stop, do nothing, take time out, be on your own, go within, hug a tree, take a trip,
and fly away and simply BACK UP!

Do nothing?
Finish your preparations, do your work, so nothing is left to do, tidy your affairs as best you can and then
sit in peace, knowing you are the Master of your own Creations! Yes, do no more things!!!!

You are really pressing the point here tonight!
We are simply stating the facts as you have asked of us. What you do shall be the result of what you do!
What You Are in Being shall be the result of what You Are, in Being!! Yes we are making it as clear and as

focused as we can so that you get the message and stop moving back out through tangents of that which
has no more bearing for you!

I know what you are saying and this gives me comfort of sorts, yet the last few times I have stepped out of
humanness things, things, sorry about the pun, didn’t go the way I would have liked.
These times Beloved were testing grounds for the Now Moment, we needed to see how far you would go
before you caved in! You went virtually all the way and as far as we could have foreseen you to go. But
had you gone just that one step further back then, you would not be where you are today. You would be
upon another journey, another potential, another story of new human endeavours. You would be leading
through other potentials of new human achievement and this would have been wonderful also. But here
you are and now you have another opportunity. Things are more in alignment, you have even greater
awareness and deeper trust and conviction. You are ready to leave this planet whereas before you spoke of
this, but if push became shove, you would have backed down in the fear of the unknown. This planet as
per your old creation is no longer what is awaiting you as part of the Divine Plan that you are underwriting
now. Do not try to understand this for even now this could be confusing if you try to comprehend what
we just said.
There are many here on the planet, who are Underwriters of Creation. In the same way that your insurance
companies work of sorts. This underwriting is part of the known experiment where so much of the Energy
required to make the transitions which have come to pass and those that are coming soon always need
tweaking from time to time. Some of you know who you are and what in general you are doing, some are
not. It is not about holding energies any more, but it is about being in alignment with the changes that are
occurring so that any adjustment that needs to be made can be consciously recalibrated and aligned. An
example of this was when you were asked to go to Stone Henge two years ago. Consciously you did not
know what you did, but you did the recalibrations anyway by just turning up!!! This will become more
apparent for you and those around you during and after your trip. The just turning up has so much more
to it than any of you in the old mind could ever appreciate, yet you all do so wonderfully and perfectly
accurately!!!!!

My mind is blank, I seem to have lost all of what you were just saying?
No matter Beloved, you cannot understand it with your mind, this is the point we are expressing to you
now. You have to, as you just did, move out of your mind to such a degree that there is not even a
conscious recollection of what is taking place. Yet it is happening and you and yours are all doing it any
way! What shall change is that soon you will become aware consciously and watch with awareness, without
becoming mentally interactive with what is taking place. It is about the expansion of the conscious ego
mind with a greater Higher Awareness without the old interaction, questioning, or any attempts to
understand any of it!.

Do nothing then?
You got it!

Please can you advise on what action or advice I can give to my rat friends who have appeared to
come to me for information and guidance in the new energy.
3.

This is exactly what we are speaking about above. First you become aware of what is required to take place
and then through intention alone all is taken care of by God, YOU in Your Highest Form! This is Your
Universe remember, so what you draw to you, you have manifested by your own creations. This can be
positive or negative of course, if you wish to look at it from the old paradigm, however we shall say that
the old paradigm has gone and made way for unity and the coming together of all Life forms. In this
matter alone, and specifically your intention to align all Life, all Life is now making itself known to you.
All Life is coming to ask for your assistance to have it too, aligned with your intentions for them. One
Consciousness aligning with another, all in sequence and divine order.
So as for what to do with your rodent allies, invite them into your Heart, invite them to become One with
you and open this to them so they may open their Hearts to all those they associate with. This is leading
by example and as you do this, not only humans will follow, but so will all LIFE Forms, both animate and
inanimate!

I wish to know what is happening about the presence of bees in such huge numbers around my
home all of a sudden. It is deafening at times and really grabbing my attention.
4.

The bees are the same, the birds are the same. Soon you will find so many animals of all types knocking on
your door to become aligned with you. They are all collecting in masses around you for your awareness to
be brought into your Heart. The bee today at the market, was very persistent in getting your attention, and
so it told you clearly, “ see us, we are here, know us that we are your Beloved keys to abundance and that
we shall assist you by you observing us from within your Heart centre. We create through Beeziness, yet
we move in grace and with ease and as we travel from one loving flower to another, we give Life to other
Life forms. We have come to enter your Heart so that you may enter Ours”. So learn from their example,
Be Beezy, and enter the hearts of all you touch and who come to you to BEE touched by you Beeing!

I wish to receive information that will allow me to make the best decision regarding Soley while I
am away!
5.

Beloved Soley, simply is asking to remain in your Heart, she is a deeper aspect of your knowing that has
offered you much guidance over the years, from companionship, to love and nurturing! Do for Soley as
you would Be for yourself. BEE Soley!!! (Soley was the name of my dog. Soley, short for ‘Sol y Sombra’.
This has been a great communiqué for us Dear One for we are feeling that you have come to some deeper
knowing awareness’s. Feel free to open any time and we shall speak about the Reversal tomorrow, okay.
Oh yes, write your letter to Drunvalo, it is time for you two to connect!
In Love and Light We Join
Blessings!

I always enjoy the flow of such discussions, this is always a confirmation for me and offers me great
guidance and peace to follow more deeply my inner knowingness. I Love You
Peter

